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Cognitive processes

Current conscious awareness

Storage of past experience
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What were the numbers?
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Autobiographical memory

Brings together personal narrative and episodic memories.

Often in the form of “Self defining memories”

Which link to key goals / aims and often involve a strong emotional component.



Control processes

Phonological 
loop

Visuospatial 
Scratchpad

Central focus of attention.

Stimuli
Perceptual 
processes

Output
processes

Behaviour

Representational system

Declarative vs procedural
Implicit vs explicit
Semantic
Episodic
Schemas

Chapter 2, Figure 1.  The human cognitive architecture.

Emotion Biological and
motivational
factors

Global 
workspace

Representational
Space –
the inner world



Animals
Plants

Living things

Cats Dogs

Meows Has whiskers Bark Can work
e.g. as sheepdogs

Chapter 4, Figure 2 – the hierarchical, associative conceptual system.
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Life history

Childhood

Family holidays

Great Yarmouth

Snail ride

MotherVerbal / symbolic

Situational / 
analogical



Characteristics
- Tone

- Way of being
- Supportive?
- Critical?
- Nurturing?

Events

Holidays
Day to day
Discipline
Illness events?
Etc etc







Self defining memories:
Often involve emotion, often linked to key goals
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Representational 
system

Self

Goals

Strategies

Behaviour

Experience

Explicit and
Implicit



Conscious cognition

Negative thoughts
Faulty cognitive map

Self defining memories
Behaviour

Past experience – the inner world

Schemas
Scripts

Patterns

Autobiograhical memory system

Chapter 5, Figure 1. The complex interplay of cognitive psychodynamic forces.



Anxiety disorders

the most prevalent psychiatric disorders

33.7% of the population affected over the life course

(Bandelow & Michaelis, 2015, 2917)

anxiety : sense of threat that the subject himself acknowledges

as objectively unfounded

great variety: - acute (panick attacks) or permanent anxiety (GAD)

- focused or diffused

- external trigerring event (phobias)

or

internal trigerring event (obsessive-compulsive disorders)

cognitive psychodynamic approach: a unified perspective

(Ward & Plagnol, in press)



• Understand why such or such type of symptom

in a given person according to his/her story life

= highlight how an anxiety disorder reflects the configuration

of the client's inner world

• How overcome a resistance to treatment (Leahy, 2007)

effective methods to treat most of anxiety disorders

(cognitive-behavioural methods ++)

but severe cases :

- relapses

- associated disorders

(depression, addictive disorders, personality disorders +++)

taking account the inner world

to tailor the treatment to the client’s needs



Phobia

phobias: disorders well-defined and specific triggering situations

fear of being in the presence of a specified type

of external object or situation

• the client acknowledges that his/her fear is irrational

• the encounter of the feared object/situation triggers a panic attack

• severity of the phobia // extension of avoiding



agoraphobia: fear of open public spaces (street, public square...)

DSM: any situation without a way out or without accessible help

social phobias: situations that involve the presence of others

exposing the client to their “criticism” (the other’s gaze)

specific phobias: acrophobia, elevator phobia, blood phobia

animal phobia (mice, snakes, spiders...)

thunderstorm phobia, car driving phobia, aeroplane phobia

....



• traumatic factor?

• biological/genetic or family/environment vulnerability

• early adverse experiences (early life stress)
with diminished (perceived) control

• learning of inappropriate response, maladaptive schemas

behavioural approach : progressive exposure therapies (virtual reality)

sufficient to cure most of phobias

reluctant clients or drop-outs due to fear of exposure

multiple and resistant phobias

background of personality disorders

---> therapeutic blockages, after a first improvement

How tackle the depth and extension of the roots of the phobia in the inner world?

---> cognitive psychodynamic approach



Mr K

first episode

How would you conceptualise Mr K?

What intervention would you have proposed?

Have you worked with similar cases, where the presenting issue does not seem to

be all that there is?



How overcome a therapeutic blockage?

cognitive therapies: adress the schemas

• metacognitive beliefs forged from past experiences

• guide interpretations of situation

• activation of automatic thoughts and emotion
in presence of the phobic situation

examples:

- recognition schema (« my life depends on the esteem of others »)

- control schema (« I must control everything, otherwise… »)

---> relax rigid schemas underlying phobic functioning

severe cases ===> weigh on the whole inner world

roots of the schemas anchored in personal story

 how adress these roots in the cognitive psychodynamic approach?



phenemenology of the panick attack

confrontation with the phobic situation

---> irrational disproportion between the real situation

and the catastrophic extension of the threat

collapsing of the whole ordinary inner world

« debacle »



collapsing of the mental world from a local shock

---> hidden tensions

---> traumatic factors that stay active or quiescent

apparent (e.g., car accident causing a driving pphobia)

or hidden in memory (+++)

the phobic situation resonates through

the symbolic web with past situations

souces of conflict in memory = phobic core



if no recent traumatic factor,

collapsing of the inner world

==> resonance of the phobic situation through symbolic connexions

to a founding space

key for a unified inner world

meaning of the inner world

= « Home ideal »: basic organization of familial and professional life

image of happiness

resistant phobia

==> flaw in the Home

childhood home, parent figures

basis of the self-esteem

phobic core: ancient conflict between the funding space

and the traumatic intuition of a possible calamity



Mr K 

second episode

Can you conceptualise Mr K within the cognitive psychodynamic framework?



Conscious cognition

Negative thoughts
Faulty cognitive map
“Am I good enough”
“Do other people notice me?”

Self defining memories
Memory of mother’s choking experience.

Behaviour

Past experience – the inner world

Schemas
Pervasive lack of safety
Scripts
Retreat, avoid interaction

Patterns

Autobiograhical memory system

The complex interplay of cognitive psychodynamic forces in the case of M. K.

Treatment of siblings
Difficult father

Avoiding threat
Avoiding social situations

Heightened sense of 
Anxiety and threat



Mr K ---> conflict between the Home and the threat of a misfortune

scene of the mother’s suffocation:

---> threat of a breakdown of the family unit

(tensions in the parental couple)

a traumatic situation not fully adressed stays active

source of potential tensions

----> formation of a control space within the inner world

to protect the founding space

mental safe zones again the phobic core

Mr K: protection by his brothers

refuge in a safe place materialiazed by his room

investment of combat sport activities



reactivation of the phobic core in later life circumstances

e.g. adolescence - departure from the parental Home

(Mr K: marriage of his old sister)

professional change, unfulfilled desire…

tension deviated towards phobic zones that do not endanger the foundation space

= deviation process

(Freud (1909): displacement as the substitution of a phobic situation

for the phobic core)

new situations symbolically associated with the symbolic core

---> new deviations

gradual extension of « dangerous areas »,  avoidance

world shrinking



phobic situation: emerging crest of tensions within the inner world

why do tensions in the inner world focus on a particular type of situation?

why do deviations from the phobic core lead to fear this type of situations ?

(e.g. Mr K : passing heavyweight trucks on a high way

agoraphobia

social phobia type…. )

inner world perspective

==> 

the phobic object materialized in the outer world

the dimensions that make the inner world vulnerable to a traumatic agent

phobic objets = metaphore for the faults of the control space



Dimensions of vulnerability

 structure on the inner world

•instability of the foundations (the founding space [Home] is at risk of collapse)

•breach (gap on the surface of the familiar world)

•accessibility of the center (the foundation space is not well protected)

•trap (no way out: no solution to the mental tension)

•dark side (the control space and the founding space [Home] have a dark side)

 Nature of the traumatic agent

•power (high intensive energy)

•speed (the agent’s moves are not controllable)

•vitality (the agent is alive and unpredictable

— the agent has a mental system +++)

•penetrance (the agent has an acute profile)



Dimensions of vulnerability

Examples

aeroplane phobia: - trap (no way out)

- speed

- penetrance

(- instability of foundations)

(- dark side)

social phobias : - vitality ++

(- breach)

(- accessibility of the center)

(- speed)

(- penetration)

agoraphobias - trap (no way out)

- breach

- accessibility of the centre  

(- vitality)   



TABLE 1

Type of phobia and dominant dimensions of vulnerability of the inner world

free exercise:

- think to you own little (or big) phobias

- do you think it could have a metaphorical value

for your own inner world?

- does such metaphors correspond to your metacognition of the 
vulnerability of your inner world? 

- how can such dimensions of vulnerability of your inner world

be also offer some resources?



Mr K

third episode

• what dimensions of Home vulnerability is suggested

by the scene of the mother’s suffocation ?

• what other dimensions of vulnerability could be in play?

• are there elements in favour of the weight of the dark side dimension?



benefits of the cognitive psychodynamic approach

in resistant phobias (and other anxious disorders)

 a better understanding of pathological processes

. modelize in a flexible and dynamic way the inner ’ world tensions

and their activation by trigerring circumstances

. provide a unified framework to describe the rich variety

of anxiety disorders

. highlight with caution the roots of the disorder in the inner word

(deep meaning of the schemas)

. understand the metaphorical value of symptoms



benefits of the cognitive psychodynamic approach

in resistant phobias (and other anxious disorders)

 implications for therapy:

. overcome therapeutic blockages (<--> local behavioural work)

. adjust therapeutic objectives and methods to individual stories

. powerful metaphors to adress the vulnerabilty of the inner world

gradually overcome the dimensions of vulnerability

turn these dimensions into ressources



inner worlds = ocean

submarine geological conditions

(---> zones of tension)

surface events (outer world) – trigerring situations

… frail ship of the consciousness currents, vortice ..

metaphorical value ot the therapeutic space…



thank you for your attention


